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1. IF~TRODUC~~~~ 
Suppose that l/C Rs is open and that I is an interval. Let (6: U x 1 -+ I/ 
be a smooth family of arca preserving maps, that is, for each e ~1, 
+, .= 4 ) C x {e) is area preserving. Meyer [8] h as studied generic bifurcations 
of fixed points of area preserving maps. Here we investigate bifurcations from 
fixed points of those maps $ which have the property 
Ve ET I, cf~OLO~,CL = 6, (1.1) 
where I, is a linear map with matrix +(A -i), and L: U--F U is the identity 
function. A fixed point (x, e) of a map + satisfying (1 .l) is symmetric ifL(x) = V. 
If (x, e) is a fixed point of + the multijdiers of 4 at (x, e) are the eigenvalues 
of &b.(x). 
In this paper we prove the following result: 
If I$ satisfies (1.1) and if (x, e) is a symmetric $xed point of I$ with mubipliers I 
then, generically, two types of bifurcation of fixed points of 4 occur from (x, e). 
These two types are referred to as Cases A and R. In either case we can embed ($2, e) 
in a family of symmetric fixed points of +. !Vo other fixed poin.ts qf $ occur neal 
(x, e) in Case A. In Case B, howrder, tuo families of unsymmetvic fixed points 
bifurcate from (x, e). 
This result is Theorem 4.2. That these results hold generically is proved in 
Sections 3 and 4. The author has obtained generic results for bifurcations from 
symmetric periodic points (x, e) of (b when the multipliers are Kth roots of unity, 
for R 3 3. This work will appear later. 
J!lechanics and Xaps Satisfying (1.1) 
XIaps (b, satisfying the involutory property (1.1) were first discussed by 
Rirkhoff [3, Vol. 1, pp. 726728, Vol. 2, pp. 488-4891 in connection with the 
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restricted three-body problem. Following Birkhoft‘, de Vogelaere [lo] studied 
periodic points of $e and symmetry in conservative dynamical systems with two 
degrees of freedom. 
Let fi % _C R” 3 R be a smooth function defined on the open connected 
set @. H satisfies a symmetry property if and only if HO 2 = H, where 2’ is 
a linear map with diagonal matrix +diag( 1, - 1, - 1, 1) or *diag( 1, 1, - 1, - 1). 
The property of H represented by invariance under diag(1, 1, - 1, - 1) is 
called “reversibility.” Symmetry of H about the horizontal axis in configuration 
space is characterized by invariance under diag(l, -1, -1, 1). When 
2 = &diag( 1, - 1, - 1, 1) we refer to the axis in configuration space given by 
the unchanged coordinate as the “axis of symmetry.” 
If x: J -+ 4? is a solution of the Hamiltonian vectorfield Xn then die 0 x 0 (--I) 
is also a solution (, : J C R -+ J denotes the identity function). We may regard 
2? o x o (--L) as the reflection of x in the axis of symmetry when 2 = 
*diag( 1, - 1, -I, 1). x is a symmetric solution of Xn if and only if 
x = 2 o x o (--L). A symmetric periodic solution of Xn of least period T > 0 
has closed orbit with orthogonal crossings of the axis of symmetry at 0 and 
at T/2. 
Suppose that 2 = diag( 1, - 1, - 1, 1) and suppose that {x2 = 0) = 2 
is a surface of section to x at x(O). Let H(x(0)) = h, and let (x*. 0, 0, y”) be one 
of the orthogonal crossings of the axis of symmetry of x. We may solve 
W-v, , 0, y, , ye) - e = 0 
for y3 as a function g of .x1 , yi , and the energy e in a neighborhood of (x*, 0,/z). 
The following results given in italics are proved in [9]. g has tlze property that 
g(+, , yl>, e) = g@, , yl). The map W (x1 , y1 , e> + (sl , 0, y1 , g(% , A , 4) 
is a dz#eomorphism onto a neighborhood of (.Y*, 0, 0, y*) in 2’. For each 
e, Ye : (-vl ,yl) - W3 ,35 , e) is an area preseming map. Suppose that # is 
the Poincare map [l, p. 1.581 of x defined in a neighborhood of (x*, 0, 0, y*) 
on Z. The map 4 = Y-1 o $I o Y is an area preserving farnil of da~eomorphisms. 
We prove i?z [9] that 4 satisjies (1.1). 
Notice also that c#~(x*, 0) = x*. That is, $I& has symmetricJiwed point (x”, 0). 
Similar results are proved in [9] for any choice of 2. So we see that symmetric 
fixed points of 4 correspond to symmetric periodic solutions of Xn . The author 
will show in later work that the bifurcations of fixed points discussed here 
correspond to generic bifurcations of periodic orbits from a symmetric periodic 
solution of a symmetric Hamiltonian system. Deprit and Henrard [5] discuss 
symmetric families of periodic orbits in the three-body problem. In [.5, p. 174- 
1751 they mention the existence of a family of unsymmetric periodic orbits 
bifurcating from a given symmetric periodic solution. This family corresponds 
to one of the generic families of unsymmetric periodic points bifurcating from 
(x, e). 
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2. BIFURCATION OF FIXED POIKTS OF 
SYMMETRIC AREA PRESERVING DIFFEOMORPRISMS 
Instead of seeking fixed points of families of area preserving diffeomorphisms 
directly, we follow Meyer [S, p. 971 and look for critical points of generating 
functions for these maps. 
Generating Function for $ Defined Near a Fixed Point of4 
Suppose that (p, 4): U ---f R2 are symplectic coordinates on U and that the 
components of 4 are Q and P. Suppose that (x, y, s) is a fixed point of +. Con- 
sider the one form 
Q = (P - P) 4O + 4) - (& - 4) w + P). 
There exists a neighborhood IV x J of (x, y, s) in U x I and a smooth function 
G: I# >( J -+ R such that dG = Q. If the multipliers of the fixed point (x, J, s) 
are not - 1, Meyer introduces new coordinates 
where 
f = 0 -t q, 7l=p+p, (2.1) 
W(5‘, 7, e) = P -p, D2G(t, rl, e) = q - Q. (2.2) 
,4s 4 depends smoothly on e then so does G. 
Meyer observes that 
(i) a fixed point of 4 whose multipliers are not - 1 corresponds to a critical 
point of the generating function G; 
(ii) conversely, if G is a smooth function with critical point (x, y, s) and 
Hessian not equal to - 1 at (x, y, s) then the equations (2.1) and (2.2) yield an 
area preserving diffeomorphism + with fixed point (x, y, s). 
LEMMA 2.2. Let L be tlze Enenv map with mat& idiag(l, -1). Let (x, y, s) 
be a$xedpoint of $: U x I + U z&h nzultipliprs not equal to - 1. The generating 
function G: W x J ---f R for C$ dejined by (2.1) and (2.2) has the propert?l 
G 0 (L, n;) = G! 
where17, : i3’ x J -+ J is the projection function, if and only if + has the symmetry 
property (1.1) and (x, y, s) is a symmetric$xedpoint of 9. 
The proof of this result will be given later. 
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Fixed Points of # 
Suppose that 4 has fixed point (0, 0,O). To terms of order 2 we write the 
generating function G of # as 
G&f, qe) = Ae + h5” + P&I + &PI’ + Pee + Ce5 + Dq + O(t, q, e; 3), 
(2.3) 
where O(ui , ua ,..., u, ; n) denotes terms of order at least 12 in the arguments 
shown. If 4 satisfies (1.1) then, from Lemma 2.2, G is even in either E or q. 
Whichever linear map L is chosen, it follows from (2.3) that ,f3 = 0. Provided 
ay f - 1 we can solve (2.1) and (2.2) to obtain the linear part of # from (2.3). 
$(4,p, e) = (1 + ~-l(’ Taay -” - D C-DDS 
)(I 
i 4 o(q,pl e; 2). (2.4) 
e 
If the multipliers of $,, at (0, 0) are 1 then, from (2.4), &y(ay + 1) = 0. As 
my f -1 then either 
cU=O or y = 0. 
Different bifurcation behavior for 4 is observed as 01 = 0 or y = 0. 
In Theorem 2.3 we describe the bifurcations from a symmetric fixed point of 
+ when q5 satisfies the involutory property (1 .l) for L = diag(1, - 1). Similar 
bifurcations are obtained in the case whereL = diag(- 1, 1). A symmetric fixed 
point (x, 0, s) of + for L = diag(1, -1) has y = 0. From Lemma 2.2 the 
Taylor polynomial of the generating function of $ near (s, 0, s) with [(CC, 0) = t0 
is 
G(t, 7, e) = ,q(s - e) + &d(t - ~$0)~ + +yq2 + +B(s - e)" + C(s - e)([ - &) 
-t D(& - E,J3 + E(s - 4" + F(5 - to) 772 + K(S - &J2 e 
+ fi$“(s - e) + N(5 - to) e2 + O(t, r], e; 4). (2.5) 
THEOREM 2.3. Let 4: U x I + lJ be a family of area preseraing diffeo- 
morphism. Suppose that 
f$*aLG#,oL = L, zuke L = diagfl, -1). 
Suppose that (x, 0, s> is a symmetric jxed point of 4 and suppose $ is generated 
by G: W x J + R. 
<f $ has multipliers + I at (r, 0, s) then: 
Case A. Wheiz D;zG(tO, 0, s) = 01 = 0, D,2G(& , 0, s) = y f 0 and 
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WWt&, , 0, s> . &Q%, 0,s) f 0 tJ zere exist neighborhoods J of &, in 53, 
I, of s in I, V of (E, , 0) in U, and a smooth map h: ] + I1 such that h(&) = s 
and itx, 0, h(x)) I x E I> contains all fixed points of $ ix I,’ x I1 ~ h has a zon- 
degenerate maximwn or minimum at & . 
Case B, When D,“G(& , 0, s) = y .= 0, D,2G(&, 0, s) = a # 0: 
D,D~zG(fo , 0, s) Z 0, and D,D,G(&, , 0, s) - D,“G(&, , 0, s) . D,“D,G(&, , 0, s)] 
D2W,G(&, , 0, s) f 0, there exist b > 0 with (s - b, s + b) C I, a neighborhood 
P of(&, , 0) in U, and smooth functions h, : (s - b, s + b) + IR: and h, , k: I;, -+ R? 
where It’= (s, s f b) or (s - b, s), such that k # 0 and 
{(h,(e), 0, e) : e E (s - b, s + b)) U ((iz2(ej, K(e), e): e d20) 
u {(h(e), --k(e), e): e E IJ 
contains all$xedpoints of + in V x (s - b, s $ b). 
::- 
Remarks. (1) In Case A we obtain one family of symmetric fixed points 
containing (x, 0, s). In Case B we obtain two further families of unsymmetric 
fixed points bifurcating from (x, 0, s). Notice that if (u, F, e) is an element of 
one unsymmetric family then (L(u, P), e) belongs to the other family. 
(2) The multipliers of the fixed points can be determined as in [8, p. 981. 
We find that in both Case A and Case B the fixed points of the symmetric 
families are hyperbohc on one side of the original symmetric fixed point, but 
elliptic on the other. However, when C = D,D,G(~, , 0, J=, + 0 we can 
distinguish the symmetric family of Case B from that of Case A by looking for 
a maximum or a minimum of a symmetric family at the original fixed point. 
In Case A the symmetric family has a nondegenerate maximum or minimum 
occurring at the original fixed point. This occurs generically. 
In Case B the symmetric fixed points are given by [(h,(e), 0, e): e E I”), where 
Me) = -(C/a) e $- O(e; 2). 
Clearly hj(0) + 0 if C # 0. When showing that the condition 
WWG , 0, 4 - &"G(& , 0, e) D,2D,G(E,, 0, e)~Q2D,G(~, , 0, e) f o 
is true generically in Theorem 3.4(iii) we also establish that, generically, 
C = DID,G(&, , 0, s) + 0. 
(3) The bifurcation behavior of fixed points of q5 from an unsymmetric 
fixed point is probably the same as that given by Meyer 181 for area preserving 
families of mappings. 
Proof. The generating function G of 4 near (x, 0, s) is given by (2.5). For 
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convenience, we assume in this proof that &, = s = 0. From (2.2) and (2.5 
we obtain 
0 = P - p = 02 + Ce + 3DE” + Fy2 + 2Kte + O(f, 7, e; 3), (2.6 
0 = q - ,O = q(y + 2F8 + 2Me) + O(t, 11, e; 3). (2.7: 
G is smooth and even in r~. There exists a smooth function g: U x I -+ [w sucf 
that G(t, 7, e) = g(s, +, e) (see [6, p. 103, Exercise]). Therefore 
and so (2.7) can be rewritten as 
q - $2 = rl(y + 2Kf + 2Me + O(t, 71, e; 2)). (?,8) 
Case A. D12G(0, 0,O) = a! = 0. If y = Q2G(0, 0,O) f 0 the only solution 
of (2.8) near (0, 0,O) is 7 = 0. Equation (2.6) with a! = 0 and 7 = 0 becomes 
0 = Ce + 3Df2 + 2Kte + Ne2 + O(f, e; 3). P-9) 
As C = DID&O, 0,O) # 0 we can solve this equation for e as a function of 5 
using the implicit function theorem. So we may ensure the existence of the 
neighborhoods J, I1 , and V, and a smooth function 12: J -+ I, , as required. 
To terms of order 3 in f we see from (2.9) that k(s) = -(3D/C) f2 + O(f; 3). 
As D = D,3G(O, 0,O) # 0 
h’(0) = 0 and h”(0) = -3D/C # 0, 
h has a nondegenerate maximum or minimum at 0 depending on the sign of 
D/C. 
Case B. D,sG(O, 0, 0) = y = 0. Here there are two solutions of (2.8) 
near (0, 0,O): 
7=0 or F&C, 7, e) = 2R + 2Me + O(t, 7, e; 2) = 0. 
If we substitute 7 = 0 into (2.6) then we have 
0 = a( + Ce + O((, e; 2) = F,(t, e). 
Here a # 0, and so the implicit function theorem ensures the existence of a 
neighborhood WI of (0, 0), b, > 0 with (--b, , 6,) _C1, and a function 
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h, : (-4, , 6,) + IR such that ((h(e), 0, e): e E (4, , b,)) contains all solutions 
ofF,([, e) = 0 and q = 0 in IV, x (--b , b,). 
Suppose now that F,(f, 7, e) = 0. But D&O, 0,O) = 2F f 0. So, using the 
implicit function theorem again ensures the existence of a neighborhood T413 
of (0,O) and a smooth function h, : lVa + R such that F,(h,(g, e), q, e) = 0 
for (17, e) E IV3 . To terms or order 2, 
h,(q, e) = -(M/F) e + O(q , e; 2), 
so upon substituting this into (2.6) we obtain 
0 = (c - ai\/riF) e + FT/~ $ (N + 3DAfz/F”) e’ + O(q, e; 3) = Fz(~, e) 
As C - c&f/F f 0 there exists a neighborhood IVa of (0, 0) in IV3 , b, > 0, 
and a function k: 1a - R, with 1a = (0, b,) or (b, , 0), such that 
(i) R(e) = *{(C/F - dI/F2j e}l12 + O(e; 1) f 0 for e E 1a , and if 
h,(e) = &(k(e), e) for e ~1~) then 
(3 W&j, 4% 4: e E 41 u @,(e), --K( e ), ). e . e E 1a,> contains all solutions 
of F,(e, 7, e) 1 0 and F,(T, e) = 0 in W, x I3 . 
If we let b = min(b, , b.J and I’ = W, CJ IVa the theorem follows. 
Proof of Lemma 2.2. We assume that L = diag(l, -1). The proof proceeds 
in the same way if L = diag(- 1, 1). 
Suppose that G 0 (L, 175) = G. H ence in the coordinates given by (2.1) 
WE, 9, 4 = (75, -7, e). (2.1Oj 
Suppose (2.2) determines (0, P) as a function of q and p, 
(!A PI = A(47 PI- 




Now we let 
p* z -p, p” = -P, q* = cl, Q” = q. (2.13) 
So (2.12j becomes 
P” - p* == D,G(Q* + q*, P” + p*, e), 
q* - Q* = D,G(Q” + q*, P* + p*, e). 
(2.14) 
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Comparison of (2.14) with (2.2) shows that (2.14) determines Q*, P* as the 
same function of 4*, p* as in (2.1 l), namely, 
(Q*> P”) = MI*, P*>. 
But by (2.13) this means 
(q, -P> = +e(Q, -PI 
= Yu%A?(PI N (from (2.11)). 
Hence as L = L-l, we have 
Conversely, suppose that $ satisfies (1.1). As G generates 4, 
P-p =Dp(Q+q,Pi-P,e), q - Q =. D,G(Q + q, P + P, 4. (2.15) 
G also generates L o 9;’ o L: (Q, -P) ++ (Q, P) w (q, p) ++ (q, -p). Therefore, 
-p + P = D,G(Q + q, -P - f’, 4, Q - q = W(q + 0, -P - P, 4. 
(2.16) 
From the second equations of (2.15) and (2.16) 
D,G(Q + q, P + p, e) = --D,G(q + 0, -P - P, e). 
By the fundamental theorem of calculus 
~(5, q, e) = s’ D,G(t, 5,e) a6 + G&S 0~ e, 
0 
(2.17) 
z.zz s -‘D,G(t, -5, e) d(4) + G(& 0, 4 
0 
P-n = s D,G(t, 5, e) d5 + G(l, 0, 4 
= &t, -be) (by (2.17)). 
3. CONDITIONS ON GENERATING FUNCTIONS HOLD GENERICALLY 
Suppose that 9: LJ x I + U is a family of area preserving maps which satisfy 
(1.1) with L = diag(1, -1). A ssume that (x, 0, e) is a symmetric fked point 
of 4 with multipliers which are not - 1. There exist neighborhoods JVo x Jo 
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and I$’ ;..c J of (x, 0, e), with 746 j< J,, C ci j< 1, and there is a smooth function 
G: IF ;( J --) R which generates $I on IV,, x J,, . From Lemma 2.2, G has the 
symmetry property G 0 (L, 175) = G. Let g(I/ri x J, R) = (G E qm(l&’ X J, R): 
G o (.&IT,) = G). ~w(E’ x J, R) d enotes the set ??(I%’ x J, R) with the 
topology induced on it as a subset of the zwnk topological space gxvm( Ik’ x J, R) 
(see 17, p. 341). We prove in Theorem 3.1 that the conditions on the partial 
derivatives of G given in Cases /I and B of Theorem 2.3 are satisfied for dense 
open sets in %?J W x J, R). Th is is the key result used to prove the global 
theorem in Section 4 on the bifurcation of fixed points of the involutory maps 4. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let E be a compact set with B C FV x J. Let .9 be the set 
of maps G E 9(W x J, R) with the properties: 
irlt each symnzetric criticalpoint (5, 0, e) of G in. B at most one of D,“G(t, 0, e) 
nnd D,aG(t, 0, e) is zero, and 
(A) if D,“G((, 0, e) = 0 and DlG((, 0, e) + 0 thm D,“G(c, 0, ef . 
D,D,G((, 0, e) f 0, or 
(B) ifD,zG(f, 0, e) = 0 and D12G(f, 0, e) =# 0 thm D,D,“G(E, 0, e) f 0 rznd 
D,D,G(t, 0, e) - D,2G(t, 0, e) . D,‘D,G(t, 0, e)/D2DDrG(f, 0, e) -i 0. 
2 is dense and open in %Mr(H/ x J, 52). 
Kate that conditions (A) and (B) correspond to Cases A and B, respectively, 
of Theorem 2.3. 
Suppose G E $(W x J, R). F rom [6, p. 1031 there is a functionP E Y?(M, $8) 
such that 
where M = {(t, $, e): ([, 71, e) E IV x J> and t1 : dl --f R denotes the ith 
projection function. In the absence of a transversality theory for g(IV x J, IR) 
we tur-n our attention to the smooth maps F give in the decomposition of G 
above. The critical points of G are given by D,G(E, 77 e) = 0 and 
D,G(f, 7, e) = 0. Note that D,G(f, ?, e) = 0 if and only if 
7-O or D2F(c’, [, t$ = 0, 
where < = qp. The critical points of G with j == 0 and D,F(<, 0, e) f 0 corre- 
spond to Case A of Theorem 2.3, and those with { = 0 and &F([, 0, e) = 0 
correspond to Case B. To prove Theorem 3.1 we find open dense sets of 
generating functions in Theorem 3.4 bg investigating th.e singularities in 
-V q = ((f, 7, e): 7 =: 0) of the maps F. 
To prove Theorem 3.4 we require the following propositions. Their proofs 
follow from the transyersality theorem [7, p. 741 and are given in [9]. 
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PROPOSITION 3.2. Let N =L ((6, 0, e): ([, T, e) E M} and let C = (I~ , Q~, L$) 
[RI. Suppose C, is a cumpact set satisfying CC CIo C M, zLthere CIo denotes 
the interior of C, . 
ii?5 = (FE %‘m(M, R): D,F 3 (0) and D2F’ 5 (0) on C, n N) is dense and 
open in the zueak topology. Also, ifF E 9s then (D,F 1 C,O)(O) and (D2F 1 C,“)-*(O) 
are l-manifolds in N, where Cl0 denotes the interior of C, . 
PROPOSITIOX 3.3. g4 = {FES?~ : (DIF 1 Clo)-‘(0) & (D2F j C,“)-l(0) on N} 
is dense in the weak topolog>j. Further, if F E Z@a then there are only JiFliteb! many 
c&‘cal points of F in C. 
We now state the analogue of Theorem 3.1 for the space U,qx(ilI, 52). 
THEOREM 3.4. Let C = (Lo , L~,L,)[B]. 
(i) Let gI be the set of mapsF in 9a with theproperty: 
If (5, 0, e) E C is a critical poi?zt of G = F 0 (Lo , ~~~~ lg) in N then at most one 
of DIaF(.$, 0, e) and D,F(f, 0, e) is zero. 
Bl is dense and open in V?mm(M, R). 
(ii) Let g2 denote the set of maps F in gm(M, W) with the property: 
If (t, 0, e) E C is a critical point of G = F 0 (L, , cZ2, Lo) in N with D,F(f, 0, e) = 
0 = DcF([, 0, e) and D,F(t, 0, e) # 0 then D:F(f, 0, e) * D,D,F(c, 0, e) + 0. 
g2 is dense and open in V,*(M, W). 
(iii) Let 9$ 6 e t he set of maps F ill BI such that: 
If (k, 0, e) E C is a criticalpoint of G = F 0 (Q , lZa, Lo) in N with D,F(t, 0, e) = 0 
and D12F(t, 0, e) + 0 then DID&s, 0, e) j 0 and DID3F(t, 0, e) - 
D?F(& 0, e) . W,F(S, 0, e)lWW(S‘, 0, 4 f 0. 
SO is dense attd open in YWm(M, R). 
Proof of Theorem 3. I. g2 r\ BS is dense and open, and so 9’ is dense. That B 
is open follows from the openness of 9J2 n z?@~ and the next lemma. 
Define 4: Y,(W x J, 178) -+ %%v”(M, R) by 4(G) = F, where G = 
F c (tl , Q~, f3). 
LEMMA 3.5. Suppose tkat Go = F, o (11, L?_‘~, Lo). 4 is continuous at Go. 
This lemma is proved by using L’Hopital’s rule to estimate the derivative? 
ofF with respect to its second argument. 
Proqf of Theorem 3.4. &BL is dense. SupposeF, E ~2~ and Go = F. 0 (Lo , Lag, Lo) 
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Suppose that G, has critical points in C n iV with D,F,(f, 0, e) = 0 (Case B), 
that is, elements of C n N which are also critical points of F,, . From Propo- 
sition 3.3, I;h E .94 has only finitely many critical points in C n N; call them 
(ti , 0, ei) for i = 1, 2,.. ., n. We perturb the map F,, to obtain a map F with the 
properties: 
(i) The only critical points of F in C n N are (ti, 0, ei), i -= 1, II,..., Z, 
(ii) D,aF(& , 0, ei) # 0 for i = 1, 2 ,..., n, 
(iii) D,F j N = DeFo 1 N. 
There exist relatively compact neighborhoods Vi C d1 of (ti , 0, e,), 
i = 1, 2,..., 12, such that Vi contains no other critical points of Fa in C n N. 
Now define neighborhoods Ki C Vi of (li , 0, eJ and functions xI : BI ---f R 
such that xJ%‘J = 1 and xi[M\Vi] = 0. For any ‘n real numbers CL;, the 
function F E %~(dJ, R) defined by 
F(t, 5, 4 = F,(t’, 5, 4 + f ai * (E - fd2 - xi(i’, 5, e) 
i=l 
has critical points {(ei, 0, e,): i = 1, 2 ,..., n>. For each ii we may now choose an 
01; arbitrarily near zero so that D12F(E, , 0, ei) f 0. 
Since F, E B5 and g5 is open in the weak topology (-Proposition 3.2), we may 
ensure that (D,F / Cr”)ml(0) and (D,F ) CIo)-l(0) are l-manifolds in C,O. Trans- 
versality of (D,Fo ~ CrO)-‘(0) and (D2Fo 1 C,“)-l(0) ensures that if F is sufficiently- 
near to F, then F has no further critical points in C. Thus each neighborhood 
of F, contains an F E ~2~ . 
5’r is open. Suppose that F, E &I . As 9r C& , F. has only finitely many 
symmetric critical points in C, say (Ei , 0, e,), i = I, 2 ,..., n. Also, as F, E S4 : 
the l-manifolds (DIFo 1 C,O)-l(0) and (D,F, 1 CIo)-l(0) intersect transversally 
at each of these n points. Hence for each i there is a neighborhood Vi of 
(Ei , 0, eJ and a neighborhood J& of F, with the property that if F E A!‘, then 
F has one critical point (5, 0, e) in Vi , and at this point 
and 
VW I C,“MO) ;t; VW I C,“)-l(0) 
D12F(E, 0, e) Z 0. 
On C n LV,uy=, Vi compactness ensures the existence of a neighborhood 
A’ of F. such that each F in J&’ has no critical points in this set. 
.A{ n A’r n ~%a n ... n J& is a neighborhood of F. contained in 9r , and 
so CT& is open. 
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Proof of TheoTern 3.4(ii). Bierstone [3, pp. 530-5311 proves the existence of 
a dense open set of maps L@a in %P(N, Ra) with the property: 
If at each point (to , s) of C there are coordinates (x, c) defined near (&, , s) 
so that, for some HE %P(N, R), h E %P(N, R2) may be written as (H, ~a), then, 
if (x,, , q,) E C and D,H(x, , EJ = 0 = D12H(x, , cc,) it follows that D,aH(x, , q,) . 
W,H(~o , Q) i 0. 
g2 is dense. For F, E W(M, LQ) define h, E PP(N. W) by h, = (F,, 1 N, LJ. 
Now h, near lz, has the form 
h,(& e) = (f&(5, 4, e + W, 41, 
where HI is close to F, j N and 6 is small. Following Meyer [S, p. 1041 we make 
the following change of coordinate p(f, e) = e + a(&, e). So 1zr(f, p) = 
Wl(& P), 4 where 4 . IS c 1 ose to F, j N. As 9a is denset here is h, E 3 arbitrarily 
near h, _ Choose a neighborhood V of N in M and let b: M + R be a bump 
function with b[V] = 1. Define HE ga(M, R) and F E ‘?7w(M, R) by 
and 
F;(& 5,e) = Fo(5, 5,4 + b(t, i, 4 {H(t, 5, e) - F,(f, 5, e)}, 
respectively. F is an element of s2 and is near F, in the weak topology. 
The proof that ga is open follows easily from Bierstone’s result. 
Proof of Theorem 3.4(iii). 9a is dense. We may assume that F, ~9~ . Hence 
there is only a finite number of critical points of G, = F,, 0 (Lo , 1i2, LJ in C n N. 
Denote these points by (& , 0, e,), i = 1, 2,. . ., PZ. For each i, D,2F,(f, , 0, ei) + 0 
as F,, EZ?& . There exist relatively compact neighbourhoods Vi and WL , for 
i = 1, 2,..., n, with Vi C W% , such that Vi and Wi contain only one symmetric 
critical point of G,, , namely (Ei , 0, e,). Define n bump functions xi : M -+ R 
such that x,[V,] = 1 and x,[M\~WJ = 0 for each i. Define FE ga(M, R) by 
F(t, 5, 4 = F,(t, L e) + @de - et> + Ul(4 - Ed . xd4, 5, 4. 
For each i, (Ei , 0, ei) is a critical point of F. If each /3{ and Zi is sufficiently 
small, transversality of (l&F,, j C,O)-l(O) and (L&F, 1 C,O)-r(0) ensures that F 
has no further critical points in C. Note that 
and 
D1D3F(& , 0, 4 = WVo(& , 0, 4 + A , 
DlD2F(Ei , 0, ei) = D,D,F,(& , 0, 4 + Si 
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So, for arbitrarily small choices of each pi and ai we can ensure that 
W3F(& ,R 4 and WP(& , 0, d e are nonzero. Further, we may ensure that 
D@F(& , 0, ei) .- D:F(& , 0, eJ . D2D3F(Ei , 0, e,)/DlD2F(& , 0, e,) # 0 as 
DlD2F(ti , 0, et) # 0. 
As g5 is open we can construct F as above, which belongs to 5Z5 . Provided 
that each pi and & is sufficiently small transversa!ity of (D,F,, / CIo)-r(O) and 
(D,Fo 1 C,“)-l(0) on C ensures that F is an element of 59s . It follows, therefore, 
that 9a is dense. 
The proof that %a is open is similar to the proof of openness of 9, _ 
4. GLOBALIZATION OF RESULTS FOR AREA PRESERVING MAPS 
Let %,“(U x I, U) d enote the space of smooth maps $: U x I+- U with 
the strong topology (or Whitney topology; see [7, pp. 34-361). Let .Y( U x I, r/) 
be the set of maps 4 in Y+( U x I, U) which have the properties: (Ve ~1) 
(i) #e is area preserving, and 
(ii) ~eOLO#BoL = I. 
Y8(U x I, Uj denotes this space of maps with the induced strong topology. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Suppose that $ E 9( zi x I, U) has symmetric fixed 
point (x, 0, e). When the multipliers of $p at (x, 0) are not -1 we suppose that 
4 is generated by G: W x J + R. The point (x, 0, e) isL-elementaq~ if and only 
if (i) the multipliers of $e at (x, 0) are not 1, or, (ii) the multipliers are 1 and G 
has critical point (5, . 0, e), where &x, 0) = to , with either 
Case A. Dr2G([, , 0, e) = 0, D,‘G(& , 0, e) # 0, and 
WW(to , 0, 4 * D13G(Eo , 0, e) f 0, 
or 
Case B. D2G(&, , 0, e) = 0, D12G(& , 0, e) f 0: D,DcG(&, , 0, e) # 0, and 
DlD3G(tox Qe) - D:W(f,, 0, e) . D,“G(fo , 0, e)iD1D,2G(f,, 0, ej -f: 0. 
We now state the main result of this paper. Let F = {cj E Y(U x I, U): all 
fixed points of 4 areL-elementary}. 
THECKEM 4.2. 9 is residual, and hence is dense, in Ys(t’ x I, U). 
Remark. The denseness of fl follows as Ys(U x I, U) has the Baire 
property. That sP,( U x I, U) is a Baire space is proved as follows: 
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The determinant function, det: L(P, R) + R is continuous, where L(aB”, R) 
is the set of linear maps from Rz to R. Let E: U’“(U x I, U) x U x I + 
L(P, R) be the map (4, (x, e)) ++ @$(x, e), where IIF4 is the derivative of 4 
with respect to x’ E U. D;* is continuous in the weak topology. Now, 
(det 0 E)-l[{l}] = {$ E gm(U x I, U): Ve EI+~ is area preserving), 
which is a closed set in the weak topology. 
Define9: %?(U x -I, U) -+ gm(U x I, U) by $(+) = 4 o (L o + o (L, 17,), III). 
9 is continuous in the weak topology, and Y-‘[{I}] is weakly closed. So, from 
a result of Hirsch [7, p. 621, 9(U x I, U) = (det 0 E)-l[{l}] n 4-‘[{Z}] has 
the Baire property. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Cover U x I with a locally finite, countable collection 
of open sets @ = {Ui x Iz : i E A>. Choose a cover of U x I by compact sets 
K = (Ki : i E A> such that & C r/i x Ii for each i E A. We prove a version 
of Theorem 4.2 on each of the compact sets Kj : 
THEOREM 4.3. Z = {$ E Y( U x I, U): 4 is L-elementary on Ki) is dense 
and open in ,vl(U x I, U). 
From Theorem 4.3, &, 6 is a countable intersection of dense open sets 
in Sp( U x I, U). 9 = fiisll z , and so 9 is residual. 
To prove Theorem 4.3 we proceed via the following lemma. 
LEI\IMA 4.4. (i) Let 4 E S(U x I, U). Let (x, 0, e) be a symmetric @ad 
point of #. There is a compact neighbourhood B with (x, 0, s) E B so that for each 
neighbourhood qL of 4 in Yspw( U x I, U) there is # E @ zulzich is L-elementary on B. 
(ii) For $I in (i) there is a neighbourhood 9’ of 4 irz ,Ym( lJ x I, U) with the 
property that each 5 E %f is L-elementary on B. 
The connection between Lemma 4.4 and Theorem 4.3 is provided by Meyer. 
The proof Meyer gives of his Lemma 2.7 [S, p. 1061 can be adapted to prove 
Theorem 4.3 from Lemma 4.4. 
To obtain Lemma 4.4 from Theorem 3.1 we use the next proposition. 
PROPOSITION. 4.5. (i) Suppose that G,, E (W x J, R) has critical point 
(x3 0, 4 and Hessian determinant not equal to -1 on U’ x J. Let 
4 E 9( W, x J,, , WO) be the map generated by G from (2.1) and (2.2), where 
W, x J,CWx J. 
Let U, x I1 be a ne&hbourhood of (x, 0, e) in W, x J0 . 
(a) For any relatively compact neighbourhood Wl x J1 C W x J there 
is a neighbourhood Y0 of G,, in glv( W x J, R) such that if GE Yf then G has 
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Hessian which is not -1 and G j FV1 x J1 generates an area preserviq map 
4 65 Y(U, x II , Ud- 
(b) The map X: 9; -j 9$( U, x I, , U,), de&d by s(G) = #, the 
map generated by G, is continuous on $: . 
(ii) Suppose that (x, 0, e) is a fixed point of 4 E V(U x I, U) which does 
not har:e multipliers -1. Suppose that + is generated by> G, E S(W x J, R) 
on a neighbourhood IV0 x Jo of (x, 0, e). 
(a) There is a neighbourhood Y& of $ j IV,, x Jo so that for each JI E %$ 
each$xed point (u, vu, t) of # does not have multipliers -1 at (u, v:, t), and $ 
is generated by some G in 9( W x J, 0%). 
(b) The map Z: YV, -+ 9(TV x J, R), dejned by X(#) = G, the map 
zL$hich generates 4 on W,, x J,, , is continuous on YFO . 
The first part of this proposition is proved using [4, Sect. 10.1.11. The second 
part is proved by integrating (2.2). 
Proof of Lemma 4.4 from Theorem 3.1. If the multipliers of (x, 0, e) are - 1 
then the lemma follows from the continuity of the determinant function. So 
we may assume that the multipliers of 4 E 9’( U x Z, U) at (x, 0, e) are I. 
Proof of (i). Suppose that 4 1 IV,, x Jo is generated by G, E 9(W x J, R), 
where IV0 x Jo C U x Z is a neighbourhood of (x, 0, e). Let B C VV,, x J, 
be a relatively compact neighbourhood of (x, 0, e). Choose G E.?. Let P-i 
and Va be open with IT, C Va C IV0 x J,, , B C Vi , and ra C IV, x J,, . Define 
a smooth function 01: IV x J+ 58 by 
a=1 on Vr , 
=o on M;‘o x Jo’,,V2 . 
Define H: W x J--f R by 
H = G, + OL . (G - G,) on VVO x Jo 
= G” on W x J\ IV0 x Jo _ 
We may select 01: IV x J- R so that H satisfies HO (L, IIJ) = J, and so 
HE 9(IV x J, 58). Also, as G was chosen to be a member of B then H&P. 
H generates an area preserving map #a E Y( IV,, x Jo , W,,). On IIT0 x JO\l’, 
we see from the definition of H that +,, = 4. Hence we can extend &, smoothlv 
to an area preserving map defined on U x I. To this end we define #: U x I + v 
by 
# = $0 on W. x JO, 
z.z + on UxI\WOx Jo. 
As H E 8, # has onlyl-elementary fixed points in B. 
505/29:3-z 
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9 is dense (Theorem 3. l), so we may choose HE 9 as close to G, as we like. 
As Z: 9s -+ %(U x I, U) is continuous (Proposition 4.5(i)(b)) we can 
construct $ as above as close to C+ as we like. 
Proof of (ii). Take z+S as in (i), which is generated on IV,, x J,, by 
H: W x J-R. The map &‘:9,,s - S(W x J, W), defined in Proposition 
4.5(ii), is continuous. The restriction map 6: YW( U x I, U) + ,sPW( WO x JO, U) 
is also continuous. So, for a neighbourhood 0 of H in8, (X o S)-r[O] is an open 
neighbourhood of # in 9&( U x I, U) such that each c in (3 o S)-l[S] has only 
L-elementary fixed points in B. 
Note added in proof. The author has found a simpler, more direct proof of Theorem 
3.4(ii) which does not require the result [3, pp. 530-5311. 
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